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FOREWORD 

Firebird is a leading manufacturer of high efficiency heating products and continues to develop and expand its
renewable sector. Our solar systems offer high efficiency collectors, up to date controller technology and
advanced developments in pump efficiency. 

Our technical and design support team include registered design engineers with the knowledge and experience
that will efficiently design domestic and commercial system with all the latest technology and standards.

This guide is designed to demonstrate solar technology & systems, advanced accessories and design
guidance.

All solar systems and associated components must be installed in accordance with building regulations and
must comply with health & safety requirements. 

APPROVALS & CERTIFICATIONS

All components used on the Firebird solar thermal systems are approved to relevant standards. Firebird
solar collectors are tested to EN 12975 and are approved under the globally recognised Solar Keymark &
DIN Geprüft schemes. Firebird solar systems are also approved under the Irish NSAI agrément certification.
MCS accreditation is expected shortly.
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This Solar Guide is intended to give you an overview of Firebird solar systems and not

to be used for design means. More detailed information and installation instructions

are provided with most of the solar system components and those instructions over-

ride any component information contained in this summary guide.

Please contact the Firebird technical department for any additional queries.

FOREWORD 
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1.0 SOLAR ENERGY EXPLAINED

1.1 Why Solar?

With ever rising fossil fuel costs, renewable energy is the way forward for both domestic and commercial
premises. The energy from the sun is free, abundant in supply and available throughout the year.  There is a
general misconception that Ireland and the UK do not have adequate solar energy for systems to be efficient.
Energy gain from the sun is defined as irradiance and believe it or not, parts of Ireland and the UK have the
equivalent values to Paris or 60% of that of the equator. However, the level is not consistent all year round, with
levels varying significantly between summer and winter. 

Diagram 1.1 below, illustrates the availability of solar energy versus fossil fuels annually and also highlights the
world energy consumption per year.  It is evident that the annual worldwide energy consumption is just a tiny
fraction of the solar energy incident on the earth.

Just some of the benefits of a solar water heating system:

• Savings - A Firebird solar heating system can cut your heating bills by up to 90% in the
summer and up to 30% in the winter, on average this equates to approximately  50-70%
reduction in your hot water heating costs annually.

• Environment - Households create almost 30% of all CO2 emitted in Ireland and the UK. As a
result of installing a Firebird solar collector, the emission of CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere
is reduced by approximately 1 tonne.

• Energy Independence - With decreasing reserves of fossil fuels and increasing reliance on
distant suppliers, you and your family will be cushioned from future fuel shortages and price
increases.

• Boiler Maintenance - There is less wear and tear on your boiler.
• Building Energy Rating (BER) (SAP for the UK) - The addition of a solar water heating system

can have a dramatic impact on your BER/SAP, leading to an increase in house value.
• Building Regulations - With new building regulations aimed at reducing carbon emissions

from new buildings, a solar water heating system is an ideal solution for providing easy Part L
energy compliance.

Wind energy

Photosynthesis

Usable hydroelectric power

Coal reserves

Uranium reserves

Oil reserves

Gas reserves

The world’s annual energy consumption
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Figure 1.1 

Annual solar energy

on the earth

Source: REIA
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1.2  Is there Enough Sun to Make the System Economic?

A well designed domestic solar system can save in excess of half a tonne of carbon dioxide per annum, a larger
system making a much greater contribution in emissions and costs. 

Solar Energy works on the basis of solar gain or
global irradiance i.e. the sun does not have to be
shining for the system to heat. It is actually
based on direct sunlight (sun rays) and diffuse
sunlight (scattered sunlight through cloud &
aerosols) i.e. indirect sunlight.  Solar energy in
Ireland and the UK receive an average of
between 950 and 1,200 kW of solar energy per
year. 

Both direct sunlight (40%) and diffuse sunlight
(60%) provide the energy required for a solar
system to operate. So, even when the sky is
overcast and the sun is not visible, it’s radiation
(sunlight) is available at ground level and can be
converted into useful heat by your Firebird solar
collector. During the summer months the Firebird
solar heating system could provide the total
energy needs for heating all your water.

1.3 Application of Solar Systems

Solar Systems can be used for a number of applications which in turn have varying return periods.  

• Domestic hot water heating is the common use for solar energy. Energy consumption for hot water
demands accounts for 6% of the total national delivered energy use.

• Space heating: solar thermal systems can make a contribution to the heating of a dwelling as
well as to the hot water heating. The application of using solar to heat the dwelling is best applied to
an under-floor heating system and designed in line with the hot water system. 

• Swimming pools: the heating of swimming pools is one of the best established applications of solar
water heating. In some cases collector efficiencies of greater that 75% can be achieved. 

• Commercial and agricultural purposes including hotels, guest houses, dairy farms, commercial
premises and food preparation companies. These make ideal candidates for solar due to the high hot
water demand. Commercial solar also has a quick return on investment.
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1.4 How Does Solar Energy Heat Hot Water?

Specifically designed roof panels and vacuum glass tubes absorb the energy from the sun as previously
discussed. These panels/tubes are defined as “collectors”. The energy absorbed by the collector is converted to
heat through a series of pipes which contain a glycol based anti-freeze liquid. The liquid is pumped through the
pipe work loop by a control station from the collector to a hot water tank, transferring the energy from the pipe
work to the water within the hot water tank.

1.5 Solar Design Considerations

There are a number of design considerations/influences that must be considered when installing a solar system.
These considerations will form the basis of the system sizing and best practice installation.

Azimuth – Orientation 
The azimuth angle is the angular distance
between due south and the point in the
horizon directly below the sun. Optimum
performance is achieved when the azimuth,
is equal to 0˚ i.e. south.  Collectors installed
with angles of 40˚ east and 40˚ west of south,
show little variation in their performance.
However, when a system is installed outside
the parameters above, compensation
factors need to be taken into account. 

Controller

To hot tapsFirebird
condensing boiler

Firebird
solar collector

Solar energy

Pump station

Cold water mains
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The figure above shows the performance of solar hot water
systems at various orientations and inclinations
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Angle of Inclination

The angle of inclination for a solar system is
the angle between the roof/ground and that of
the collector. As the angle of the sun relative
to the horizon varies between summer and
winter, the optimum angle for a solar collector
to be installed is between 20˚ and 45˚. However
all Firebird solar collector systems have been
tested to various tilt angles with permitted
angles of between 15˚ to 75˚. 

Shading

Shading reduces the performance of a solar
system. When undertaking the site survey,
it is essential that consideration is given to the
proposed location of the collector and likely
obstacles. For larger systems installed in series
of parallel, it is essential that sufficient distance
is allowed between the collectors.

Wind Loads

The collectors and fixing bracket systems are
designed to cover all Irish and the UK wind
zones. However in high wind load areas, e.g.
at excessive heights or very exposed areas,
additional roof fixing brackets may be required. 

To minimise the effect of wind load on the
collectors, it is recommended that collectors
are not installed within 0.5m of the roof edge,
ridge, eaves or projections such as parapets,
chimneys or dormer windows.

Please contact Firebird’s technical office if you
require further advice on determining wind
loading.

Summer

Winter

Winter

Summer

Chart Extracted from
BS6399: Part 2: 1997

Wind speed chart for Ireland and UK 

(mean wind speed in m/s)
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2.0 COLLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS 

2.1 CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector

The Firebird CPK7210-N Flat Plate collector is specifically designed to
maximise the absorption and retention of solar radiation. The collector
contains an absorber plate made of copper and coated with a highly
selective TiNOX absorber. This surface greatly enhances the collector’s
ability to capture and retain solar energy. 

A heat transfer fluid flows through a grid of double parallel copper
tubes which are ultrasonically welded to the back of the absorber
plate. The 40mm mineral wool insulation (U = 0.045 W/mK) on
the back of the absorber, protects the heat collected and aids
against heat loss. A sheet of 3.2mm toughened glass covers
the collector as it faces the sun, and this helps to prevent
most of the convection losses. Furthermore, it reduces heat
radiation from the absorber into the environment in a similar
way as a greenhouse does.

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of Firebird CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector 

Figure 2.2 Pipework arrangement of CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector

The diagram on the right shows an overview of the
formation of pipework in the CPK7210-N collector.
The grid of double parallel copper tubes prolongs
the fluid flow through the collector, allowing a
balanced distribution and temperature difference
across the array of collectors.

COLLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
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Collector Specifications:  CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector

Dimensions of CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector

Type CPK 7210N

Collector outer dimensions: Height [mm] 2038

Width [mm] 1039

Depth [mm] 98

Weight [Kg] 38

Gross collector area [m2] 2.11

Aperture area [m2] 1.88

Absorber area [m2] 1.79

Max. operating pressure [bar] 10

Stagnation temperature [˚C] 216

Contents [L] 1.4

Angle of inclination permitted 15˚ to 75˚

Flow rate 0.5 to 1.5 l/min per m2 of aperture

Solar anti-freeze fluid Tyfocor L or equivalent

Performance Data Aperture Area          Absorber Area

Zero-loss collector efficiency, η0 74.1%                      81.8%

Annual energy yield [kW/m2] > 525                      > 579

Collector heat loss coefficient, a1 [W/m2 K] 3.29

Collector performance ratio, a1/η0 [W/m2 K2] 0.0134

Absorption > 95%

Emission < 5%
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2.2 CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector

The Firebird CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector offers one of the best
performance to area of any collector on the market and delivers higher
efficiency in less favourable weather conditions. 

Each solar tube consists of two glass tubes made from extremely strong
borosilicate glass. The outer tube is transparent, allowing light rays to pass
through with minimal reflection. The inner tube is coated with a special
selective coating which features excellent solar radiation absorption and
minimal reflection properties. The tops of the two tubes are fused together
and the air is withdrawn “evacuated” from the space between the
two glass tubes to form a vacuum, which eliminates conductive and
convective heat loss. This means wind and low temperatures have
less of an effect on the function of evacuated tubes when compared to
flat plate solar collectors, due to the insulating properties of the
vacuum.

The CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector is a U-pipe direct flow tube
type often called a “Sydney” tube. The heat transfer fluid flows inside a
U shaped pipe within the inner tube (absorber) of each solar tube. 

The selective coating on the inner tube converts
solar energy into heat energy and transfers heat
to the copper U-tube by means of a close fitting
aluminium plate. The heat transfer fluid (usually
glycol-water antifreeze mixture) in the U-tube is
heated and conducts the heat energy to the water
inside the storage tank through a plate exchanger
or internal spiral coils.

As the fluid takes its energy directly from the sun,
the heat collecting effectiveness is very high and
the efficiency remains at a constant high level
throughout the product life because the U-tube
does not degrade.

CPC mirror
In order to increase the efficiency of the Firebird vacuum
tube, a highly reflective weatherproof CPC mirror
(Compound Parabolic Concentrator) is placed behind the
evacuated tubes.  This “tracks” the sun and ensures that
direct and diffuse sunlight strikes the absorber, even when
the angles of irradiation are unfavourable (such as easterly
early morning and westerly late afternoon light). 
The CPC reflector makes a significant contribution to an
extremely high-energy yield, as the radiation that usually
passes through the gap between tubes is driven back onto
the 360˚ absorber area.

COLLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
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Collector Specifications: CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector

Dimensions of CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector

Type CVSKC-10

Collector outer dimensions: Height [mm] 1645

Width [mm] 1115

Depth [mm] 107

Weight [Kg] 31

Gross collector area [m2] 1.83

Aperture area [m2] 1.59

Absorber area [m2] 1.59

Max. operating pressure [bar] 10

Stagnation temperature [˚C] 286

Contents [L] 1.63

Angle of inclination permitted 15˚ to 75˚

Flow rate 0.5 to 1.5 l/min per m2 of aperture

Solar anti-freeze fluid Tyfocor LS or equivalent

Performance Data Aperture Area          Absorber Area

Zero-loss collector efficiency, η0 60.5%                      60.5%

Annual energy yield [kW/m2] > 529

Collector heat loss coefficient, a1 [W/m2 K] 0.850

Collector performance ratio, a1/η0 [W/m2 K2] 0.010

Absorption > 96%

Emission < 6%
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VAPOUR RISES TO TOP
OF COPPER TUBE

CONDENSED LIQUID
RETURNS TO BOTTOM

2.3 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector

The Firebird TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector is the latest
addition to the Firebird solar range and offers an optimum
performance to price ratio. Built to Firebird’s exacting standards,
they have an extremely high efficiency and can deliver solar energy
even in overcast weather conditions. 

How the TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector works

The TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector consist of a
borosilicate glass tube with a near-perfect vacuum and a
selective absorber coating applied to its inner surface.
A copper heat pipe is located inside the heat pipe which
contains an alcohol-type fluid that can evaporate
at temperatures as low as 25˚C. 

Solar energy is absorbed onto the absorber surface
on the glass tube and then transfers to the heat pipe, causing the alcohol-
type fluid to heat up and turn to vapour. As the fluid evaporates it rises to the top of the heat pipe,
known as the condenser section. Here it condenses back to a fluid state and releases latent heat which is
transferred to the heat exchange fluid, passing through the upper manifold. The condensed liquid flows back
to the bottom of the heat pipe to, once again, repeat the process.

Key features of the TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector

• High build quality - aluminium manifold design,
nickel plated condenser head, borosilicate glass.

• High efficiency vacuum tube - round shaped
absorber tube ensures solar energy is captured
throughout the day.

• Heat pipe technology - manifold can be
installed initially and tubes added later
during commissioning.

COLLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
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Collector Specifications: TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector

Type TZ58-1800 TZ58-1800

20 tube set 30 tube set

Collector outer dimensions: Height [mm] 2020 2020

Width [mm] 1825 2655

Depth [mm] 155 155

Heat pipe dimensions: Diameter [mm] 58 58

Length [mm] 1800 1800

Weight [Kg] 78 115

Gross collector area [m2] 3.507 5.005

Aperture area [m2] 1.867 2.791

Max. operating pressure [bar] 6 6

Stagnation temperature [˚C] 200 200

Content [L] 1.6 2.3

Angle of inclination permitted 15˚ to 75˚ 15˚ to 75˚

Flow rate 0.5 to 1.5 l/min 0.5 to 1.5 l/min

per m2 of aperture per m2 of aperture

Solar anti-freeze fluid Tyfocor LS Tyfocor LS

or equivalent or equivalent

Performance Data Aperture Area Absorber Area

Zero-loss collector efficiency, η0 73.4% 85.0%

Annual energy yield [kW/m2] > 525 > 529

Collector heat loss coefficient, a1 [W/m2 K] 1.529 1.771

Collector performance ratio, a1/η0 [W/m2 K2] 0.0166 0.0192

Absorption > 94% > 94%

Emission < 7% < 7%

COLLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
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3.0 SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN

A number of items must be considered when
sizing a solar system for both a domestic and
commercial situation. The following section of
this guide highlights relevant design information
and guidance on sizing a system. Should additional
information or detailed design be required, please
contact our technical engineering department for
assistance. 

Prior to commencement of design the

following items should be considered:

• The solar system design, installation and commissioning must comply with all relevant European,
national and local standards.

• Check whether the roof or structure has sufficient load bearing capacity to support the collectors.
• Has the effect of wind and snow loads on the collectors been considered?
• The intended orientation of the collectors should be as close to due South as possible.

South-West or South-East facing installations are also acceptable and will only incur minor losses.
• Avoid shadowing of the collectors from trees or nearby buildings.
• Make sure that there is enough free space on the roof to fit the intended collector area,

bearing in mind position of roof windows, chimneys, etc. 

3.1 Overview of System Sizing

To design a solar system the following steps should be followed:

1. Calculate the Domestic Hot Water (DHW)
demand.

2. Set the solar fraction of the total DHW energy.
3. Calculate the required energy to be collected

by the solar.
4. Choose which Firebird solar system is to be

used.
5. Calculate the storage volume required and

hence the total required volume.
6. Calculate the collector area required.

Once the solar system has been designed flow
rates, pump sizing, pipe sizing and losses
should also be checked.

Firebird solar system
CVSKC-10, TZ58-1800, CPK7210-N

Calculate the hot water demand

Decide the solar fraction

Determine the
hot water storage volume

Size the collector area

Final system design & components
Tank system, expansion vessel, etc..

SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN
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3.2 Calculate the Daily Hot Water Demand 

Typical hot water demand for a domestic household is within the range of 30 litres to 70 litres per person per
day. This value is dependant on the demand of water i.e. a dwelling that uses large volumes of hot water (baths)
on a regular basis would have a higher demand than those who do not. A typical average value for preliminary
design should be in the region of 40 - 50 litres (at 60˚) of water per person per day.

3.3 Set the Solar Fraction of the Total DHW Energy

When sizing a solar system, a solar fraction (energy supplied by the solar to the domestic hot water tank divided
by the total system load) must be allocated. For all domestic applications in Ireland and the UK a solar fraction of
60% +/- 5% is typically used.  For all application within this guide the solar fraction will be taken as 60˚.

3.4 Calculate the DHW Tank Solar Volume Required

Storage volume for domestic solar systems is typically twice that of the daily hot water demand to allow
additional storage. The following highlights a generic method of calculating hot water storage requirements
and a more  accurate calculation based on water temperatures:

Basic Rule of Thumb:

Typical sizing 5 People @ 40 litres/person/day = 5 x 40 = 200 litres Daily Hot Water demand
200 litres x 2 = 400 litres storage volume    (Ref: CIBSE)

Advanced Calculation Method:

To accurately size the required storage volume, the following calculation can be used:

V =   2 x Vn x P (ΔT)

(Tstor – Tc)

V = Min. storage volume (l)
P = No. of people

Vn = Daily Hot Water demand per person (l)
ΔT = Temperature differential between

cold water (Tc) in & hot water out at outlet
Tstor = Temperature of store water 

Calculation Example:

Using similar data to previous page: 

5 People @ 40 litres/person/day - Temp ΔT = (45˚-10˚) - Tstor = 60˚ - 70˚

V = 2 x 5 x 40 x (45-10) = 280 litres
(60-10)

SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN

Low demand 10 - 20 ltr
Medium demand 20 - 40 ltr
High demand 40 - 80 ltr

Hot water requirement
per day per person at 60˚

Consumption demand

Swimming pool public/private 40/20 ltr
Hotel (small) 30-80 ltr
Hotel (large) 80-150 ltr
Guest house 20-50 ltr
Sports facility 20-50 ltr
Kitchen 4-8 ltr

Hot water requirement
per day per person at 60˚

Type - consumption

Table 3.2.1 Domestic Hot Water Demand Guidance Table 3.2.2 Commercial Hot Water Demand Guidance 
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3.5 Sizing Collector Area

There are various methods used to size a collector area. The guidance rule of thumb is 1m2 per 50 litres storage.
The following formula provides a more accurate determination of the required collector area using local area
irradiation levels:

Collector area =     Solar fraction x operational days  x  hot water energy requirement (Ref: CIBSE)

Solar irradiation x system efficiency

The hot water energy requirement is calculated from the following equation:

E (hot water) = Daily Hot Water volume x 1.16 x ΔT
where 1.16 Wh/kg = specific heat capacity of water

Example:

E = (5x40) x 1.16 x (60-10) = 11,600 Wh/day
= 11.6 kW/day

Collector area = 60 x 365 x 11.6 = 4.7m2

982 (Cork) x 55

The following table highlights irradiance values for various parts of Ireland and the UK:   (T*Sol Software)

Guidance values

The table below outlines guidance on number of persons to recommended collector areas and DHW tank sizes.

No. of persons Number of collectors Tank size (litres)

2 x CPK7210-N Flat Panel collectors
2-4 2 x CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors 200

30 or 40 TZ58-1800 heat pipes

3 x CPK7210-N Flat Panel collectors
5-6 3 x CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors 300

40 or 60 TZ58-1800 heat pipes

Ireland UK
Location (kW/m2a) Location (kW/m2a)

Bellmullet 929 Aboyne 866
Birr 899 Bangor Harbour 904
Claremorris 906 Bingley 926
Clones 880 Blackpool Airport 967
Cork Airport 980 Cambridge 964
Monaghan 904 Cardiff Wales 980
Dublin Airport 941 East Midlands 878
Kilkenny 983 Edinburgh 898
Malin Head 928 Guernsey Airport 1167
Mullingar 920 Isle of Man 1150
Roches Point 981 Leeds and Bradford 915
Shannon Airport 946 London Heathrow 956
Sligo Airport 899 Manchester 950
Valentia 982 Plymouth 1052
Belfast 906 Southampton 1087
Newry 898 Wallingford 945
Derry 907

SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN
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3.6 Additional System Design Criteria

Pipe specifications and sizing

Pipe material
Specific pipe materials must be used when installing a solar system.
These include the following:

- Stainless steel.
- Copper.
- Black steel pipe.

Suitable methods of joining
Suitable joint types for solar circuits are:

• Compression fittings.
• Press fittings (gasket temperature resistance must be higher than 150˚C).
• Brazed fittings (hard solder).

Note: The use of soft solder fittings (solder ring fittings) on copper pipe work is not recommended.
Only use solar quality O rings if you are using press fittings.

Insulation
In addition to the specific pipe material requirements, it is essential that high temperature insulation is used.
There have been a number of incidents where standard insulation lading has been used and consequently
melted on the pipe work. The high temperature (HT) insulation has been specifically designed to resist
temperatures in excess of 170˚.

Please note the following in relation to solar pipe insulation: 
• Avoid leaving pipes or connections un-insulated except for the spur line to the expansion vessel.
• For outdoor pipe work, the insulation must stand up to environmental degradation

(air pollution, UV radiation, rain, snow, etc.) and degradation by animals (birds, mice, etc.).
To prevent moistening, the insulation should be made of a closed-cell material (sealed porosity).

• Where possible, outdoor pipe work should be laid in a sheltered position.
• The commissioning of a solar hot water heating system should be performed before the insulation is

fitted to the pipe work.

Pipe sizing
The following table highlights recommended pipe diameter for associated collector areas for standard domestic
installations. Please note the data shown is a guide. A reference to the length of pipe and number of fittings
should also be made. 

Note that lengths shown above are based in 2 directions. i.e. 30m is equal to 15m one way.

Solar collectors Steel pipes Copper pipes

(m2) 3/8” (m) 1/2” (m) 10x1 (m) 12x1 (m) 15x1 (m) 18x1 (m)

2 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30 <30

4 <30 <30 19 <30 <30 <30

6 <30 <30 7.5 18 <30 <30

8 17 <30 3 8.5 29 <30

SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN
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The following is a guideline on recommended pipe diameters for larger installations.
Pump sizing should be an additional consideration when installing larger systems. 

Pump sizing
All Firebird solar pump stations include a circulating pump suitable for most domestic solar applications.
When installing a solar system, the following information should be checked to ensure sufficient pump pressure
is present:

1. Total volume (litres) of fluid in collector. Guideline of 1 litre per m2 collector.
2. Total volume (litres) in pipe work system.

The volumes (litres) should be, less than that of the pump flow rate
i.e. 2 Flat Panels, 3l volume pipework =

total volume (1.4 x 2) + 3 = 5.8l/min. requirements.
Standard pump 13l/min., therefore system pump okay.

Should you have any queries or require additional calculations to be undertaken please contact our technical
department.

Expansion vessel sizing 
The purpose of an expansion vessel is to absorb the volume increase of the water/anti freeze mixture in the
pressurised circuit as the temperature increases.  At all times, the expansion vessel is installed on the return line
of the solar circuit and the pipe should be un-insulated. A guideline calculation for solar expansion vessel is as
follows:

Basic Rule of Thumb:

Expansion vessel = m2 collector x 1 litre solar fluid x 4  (FETAC Guidelines)

Advanced Calculation Method:

Expansion vessel = Total system volume x 25%

Intermediate vessel
The Eurpoean VDI 6002 directive recommends that an intermediate “cooling” vessel is installed when the
contents of the pipes between the collector’s field and the expansion vessel is lower that 50% of the reception
capacity of the expansion vessel”. It is also recommended that when an expansion vessel is fed from the
bottom, an intermediate vessel should be installed. 

Air vent / Isolating valve
An automatic air vent is fitted at the highest point in the system. In most systems this is on the roof at the point
where the flow pipe leaves the panels. In systems with more than one bank of collectors, an air vent should be
fitted to each bank. An isolating valve should be fitted before the air vent. This valve should be closed once the
system has been commissioned.

Anti-scald mixing valve

An anti-scald (mixing) valve must be fitted close to the hot water outlet of the solar tank so that delivery to the
taps does not exceed 65°C.

Collector area Pipe diameter

10 - 20 m2 22 mm
20 - 30 m2 28 mm
30 - 50 m2 35 mm
50 - 70 m2 42 mm

SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN
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4.0 STAGNATION

Solar collectors should be sized based on the hot water usage by the end user and the amount of solar energy
available during the months of April to September. During this time the days are longer and solar radiation is at
its highest.

Trying to compensate for lower solar periods during the months of September to March by adding extra solar
panels, will lead to the hot water storage cylinders reaching the set maximum temperature earlier in the day
during the  summer months. As a result the solar energy reaching the panels, continues to heat the fluid in the
panel, causing it to evaporate within the panel. This is referred to as stagnation. The Firebird solar fluid is
designed to cope with stagnation temperatures of up to 200˚C. However, repeated and frequent stagnation will
cause the glycol to disintegrate, thereby losing its frost protection and its recommended ph value, causing a
scale build up or corrosion in the pipes. This would reduce the overall efficiency of the solar collector and result
in potential damage to the collector and pipe work, especially in freezing conditions.

Stagnation can occur in a perfectly sized system where there has been no draw off of hot water from the
cylinder for a period of time, for instance the dwelling is unoccupied, or the householders are on vacation.

The Firebird solar system is supplied with safety features to cope with stagnation. These include a 6 bar
pressure release valve and a pressure vessel. These should be installed as per the instructions, on the return
line off the pump station. Also supplied is a solar fluid which is an anti-freeze and inhibitor, withstanding
temperatures of up to 200˚C and temperatures as low as -25˚C. 

Additional options available to an installer with a Firebird solar system:

• A holiday function in the controller. This function must be activated or “turned on” when the
householder is going on holidays. In the evening when the sun has gone, the controller will
register that the temperature of the collector is cooler than that of the tank and switch on the
circulating pump. The circulating pump will circulate the water through the coil in the cylinder
and back up to the solar collector, until such time as the temperature in the cylinder cools
down to the default cylinder maximum temperature, which is 60˚C, or specific temperature
inputted to controller.

WARNING this function should not be activated unless a thermostatic mixing valve is installed
on the hot water supply to avoid the risk of scalding.

• A heat dump radiator with its own circulating pump connected to the upper coil of the cylinder
can be used to dissipate excess heat from the cylinder.  This circulating pump is connected to
the Second Relay (R2) of the solar controller (controller manual for AHO and AHF settings for
this function). 

A temperature reducing vessel or intermediate vessel is available. Please refer to the solar system design
section of this guide for addition information on temperature reducing vessels.  

STAGNATION
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5.0 SAFEGUARDING AGAINST LEGIONNAIRES’ DISEASE

As with any water heating system, when designing a
solar thermal system, one needs to be aware of the
risks of Legionnaires’ disease. 

Legionnaires’ disease is a type of pneumonia named
after an outbreak of severe pneumonia which affected
a meeting of the American Legion in 1976. It is an
uncommon but serious disease caused by improper
storage of water at lukewarm temperatures or
in-balanced pH values.

Legionella will grow at its maximum rate at around
37˚C. It is killed off within seconds at 60˚C. 

To protect against Legionella in a solar installation:

• Ensure that water is stored above 60˚C.
• Ensure frequent circulation of water in

the storage tank.
• Sterilise the system if the premises are

unoccupied for any length of time before
using any hot water.

• The water system should be flushed out on a
regular basis to prevent the water from
stagnating.

The Firebird differential controller has an anti-Legionella function built in. This
function must be connected to a Second Relay (R2) to enable it to operate, by
means of motorised value or immersion. The function enables the controller to
record temperatures over a set period of time (e.g. 5 days) and if the tank has not
reached 60˚C over the 5 days, then it will call for the back up heat source and heat
tank to 60˚C eliminating the risk of Legionella.
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6.0    SYSTEM SCHEMATICS

Un-vented Pressurised System

To hot taps

Cold mains

 1 Firebird condensing boiler

 2 Unvented DHW tank

 3 Temp. sensor (after heating)

 4 2 way mixing valve

 5 Solar collector

 6 Collector temp. sensor

 7 Pump station

 7A Pressure relief valve

 7B Expansion vessel

 7C Intermediate vessel (if needed)

 8 Controller

 9 DHW tank sensors

Please Note:

The following system schematics are concept designs and are only intended as a
guide to installers. They are NOT full system design drawings. Installers must always
calculate and design the system requirements for each individual installation.

SYSTEM SCHEMATICS
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Open-vented System

To hot taps

Cold mains

 1 Firebird condensing boiler

 2 Open vented cylinder

 3 Temp. sensor (after heating)

 4 Cold water tank

 5 Solar collector

 6 Collector temp. sensor

 7 Pump station

 7A Pressure relief valve

 7B Expansion vessel

 7C Intermediate vessel (if needed)

 8 Controller

 9 DHW tank sensors

 10 Isolating valve

 11 Air vent

SYSTEM SCHEMATICS
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East/West Solar System

To hot taps

Cold mains

 1 Firebird condensing boiler

 2 DHW tank

 3 Temp. sensor (after heating)

 4 Cold water tank

 5 Solar collector

 6 Collector temp. sensor

 7 Pump station

 7A Pressure relief valve

 7B Expansion vessel

 7C Intermediate vessel (if needed)

 8 Controller

 9 DHW tank sensors

 10 Isolating valve

 11 Air vent

EastWest

SYSTEM SCHEMATICS
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Two Tank Solar System

To hot taps

From cold water tank

 1 Firebird condensing boiler

 2 DHW tank (for boiler)

 3 Temp. sensor (after heating)

 4 DHW tank (for solar)

 5 Solar collector

 6 Collector temp. sensor

 7 Pump station

 7A Pressure relief valve

 7B Expansion vessel

 7C Intermediate vessel (if needed)

 8 Controller

 9 DHW tank sensors

 10 Isolating valve

 11 Air vent

SYSTEM SCHEMATICS
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7.0 HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION

When fitting Firebird solar systems, installers should comply with all relevant health and safety regulations and
recommendations. Proper safety and protective clothing should be worn, including hard hats, boots, gloves and
where appropriate, eye protection. 

Additional safety items to note

Subject to health and safety we should point out some important matters:

• When handling the collectors, remember that they have been designed to convert light into heat and
accordingly, parts of them will get very hot if left out in the sun, even for short periods of time. If you touch
parts of the collectors after this exposure you may get severe burns because temperatures may well exceed
boiling.

• When working at heights always use proper scaffolding and safety harnesses.
• Always assess the risks before you start work.
• Take care when carrying the collectors to a roof. Carrying and manipulating heavy weights and large

frames onto a roof is difficult and can cause you to slip.
• Always make sure you have sufficient people to help you in your work.
• Always comply with all wiring and electrical instructions and regulations, including bonding rules, when

installing the pump station and controller.
• Do not open or attempt to service the panels. There are no user serviceable parts inside. 
• All solar packaging is recyclable so please dispose of it in an environmentally friendly way.
• Firebird site risk assessment documents are to be used in conjunction with all other safety documents and

relevant standards.

Wear safety shoes when
carrying out installation work.

If no mechanical fall protection or fall arrest
systems are provided, working without suitable
safety harnesses can lead to falls from great
heights, thus causing serious or lethal injuries.

Safety harnesses should be fixed above the
users where possible. These harnesses should
only be fixed to structures or fixing points with
sufficient load- bearing capacity.

If mechanical fall protection or fall arrest systems
cannot be installed for technical reasons, safety
harnesses must be worn.

Do not use damaged ladders.

Only use safety harnesses that have
been tested and certified by authorised
testing bodies.

Ensure that ladders are put up
safely. Observe the correct
leaning angle (68º-75º).

Ladders not properly secured against
sinking in, sliding or falling over may
lead to dangerous falls.

Only lean ladders against
secure points.

Contact with live overhead cables can
be lethal.

Wear protective goggles when
drilling.

Wear cut-proof safety gloves when
carrying out installation work.

Wear a helmet when carrying out
installation work.

HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION
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8.0 TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF SOLAR COLLECTORS

Solar collectors should always be stored indoors.

Please follow the below guidelines when transporting and storing solar system components:

• CPK7210-N Flat Panel collectors can be transported and stored horizontally or vertically and can be
stacked on top of each other (up to the manufacturer’s prescribed limit).

• CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors should only be transported and stored in a vertical position.

• TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors should remain in their respective boxes in normal storage
position during transport and storage.

• Cylinders should be transported and stored vertically.

• All other solar system components should be stored in a clean, dry, frost free environment until
ready for installation.  

Heavy goods should never be loaded on top of solar collectors or kit boxes.

Parts should be inspected for damage on arrival to the site and any damage or loss should be reported to the
supplier.  Care should be taken when opening kits to prevent scratches or sudden shocks to the collectors and
sharp objects should not be used to open the packaging.

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE
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9.0 INSTALLATION

Ensure you have read the health and safety information outlined in section 7.0.

Before commencing any site work, determine the best roof location for the solar collectors and decide where the
tank and other large components are to be located. When installing a Firebird solar system, we would suggest
the following order of installation, although not mandatory:

• Install roof mounting fixtures and collectors* on roof or support structure.
• Run piping from panels down through roof structure and install air vent and isolating valve.
• Insert temperature sensor into last collector on the flow side.
• Locate and install solar tank.
• Install pump station.
• Wire solar controller.
• Complete all pipe work on the solar circuit and back-up heating circuit, using all the necessary

components such as air vent, anti-scald mixing valve, lightning diodes etc.
• Complete all electrical connections including collector sensor.
• Fill and purge system.
• If using TZ58-1800 install heat pipes.

* TZ58-1800 heat pipes should only be installed after the system has been commissioned.

NOTE:

Detailed installation instructions are supplied with most solar system components.

Please refer to these when installing the respective component.

Should you require any of these instructions prior to installation,

they can be downloaded from the Firebird website.

INSTALLATION
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9.1 Installing Solar Collectors

Installing mounting fixtures
• On-roof installation (pitched roof).
• On-roof installation (flat roof or surface).
• In-roof installation (flat panels only).
• Wall mounting kits.

3f.

Full assembly instructions can be found in the manual provided with the mounting fixture kits.

Lifting collectors into place
By their nature, solar collectors are heavy and difficult to lift, so always make sure that you have suitable lifting
equipment and safety harnesses. Please note the following:

• Never lift the collectors by the connections or the screw threads.
• A special kit is available for carrying and lifting flat plate collectors (please contact the Firebird

sales office for more details).
• Do not expose the collectors to direct sunlight until the installation is complete. Firebird

provide special weather proof covers if the panels are going to be left exposed for a long
period before commissioning. 

• The TZ58-1800 heat pipes should only be installed after the system has been commissioned.

INSTALLATION
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Connecting solar collectors in series

All Firebird Solar collectors can be joined in series. 

The CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector and the CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube
Collector, have male and female connectors at each end to facilitate
interconnection. A special gasket is provided to seal the connection
between each collector. 

When tightening the connections, always apply
counter-pressure with a wrench or another spanner to
prevent damage to the absorber.

The TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors have 3/4“ male fittings on
both sides, so a  3/4” brass union is required to connect the manifolds
together.

3/4” brass union for connecting TZ58-1800 manifolds.

Collectors can be connected in series of up to a maximum of:
• Six collectors in series for the CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector.
• Eight collectors in the case of the CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube

Collector.
• Up to a total of 100 tubes for the TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar

collectors.

As shown on the diagram to the right, we recommend that a “Reverse Return System” be used when arranging
banks of collectors onto a solar system. This type of arrangement ensures the length of the flow pipe work to
the collector is equal to the length of the return pipe work, creating hydraulic balancing without the need for
regulating valves.

INSTALLATION
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9.2 Connecting Flow/Return Pipes to Collectors 

Two stainless steel flexi pipes are available to purchase from
Firebird. These flexi pipes save the installer having to make
complicated pipe bends through the roof of the house. 

22mm x 3/4”male          22mm x 3/4”female

1 meter flexible stainless steel pipe with 22mm straight ends

NOTE: External pipe work and insulation must stand up to environmental degradation such as air pollution,
UV radiation, birds, rain, snow, etc. High temperature insulation must be used on all solar pipe
installations.

Sensor pocket locations
The following outlines the location of sensor pockets with respect to each Firebird solar system.
Collector sensors should always be inserted to the flow side of the manifold.

TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector - sensor pocket located on left-hand-side of manifold.
CPK7210-N Flat Panel Collector - sensor pocket located on right-hand-side of manifold.
CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector - sensor pocket located on right-hand-side of manifold.

Pocket locations are highlighted as you would look at the panel up on the roof.

INSTALLATION
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9.3 Roof Penetration

When passing the pipes through the roof structure, suitable flashing material must be used.
The installer must ensure that a weatherproof seal is made between the pipes, flashing and roof. 

Firebird offers a number of roof flashing options as shown below:

Penetration through roof felt
When penetrating through the roof felt, care must be taken to maintain the weather tightness of the membrane.
Use only tried and tested products as shown below:

Glidevale G1 roof vent

NSAI & BBA approved

Roof flashing for 

slate roof

Roof flashing for 

tiled roof

When passing a solar pipe through the felt
membrane, use a sealing collar.

Example: KLOBER Outlet Sealing Collar

(IAB approved)

Make right any damage to the roof felt
membrane repair tape.

Example KLOBER Permo TR Tape

(Felt repair tape)

INSTALLATION
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9.4 Installing the Temperature Sensor

The temperature sensor should be installed in the sensor sleeve
nearest to the collector array flow. When the sensor is fully in the
pocket, using a tie wrap secure the cable of the sensor to the
insulation of the flow pipe. If the cable needs to be extended, use
a 2 core cable 1mm2. 

To ensure optimal contact between the sensor and the
surrounding environment, the gap between the sensor
sleeve and the sensor element should be filled with a suitable
conducting compound. All materials used for installing
temperature sensors (sensors element, conducting compound,
cables, sealing and insulating materials) must be suitably
temperature resistant (up to 200˚C). 

9.5 Solar Water Storage Cylinders 

Firebird offer a range of solar twin coil unvented cylinders that have
been designed specifically for solar applications. A special open vented
triple coil cylinder is also available.

Unlike some other “dual coil” cylinders, Firebird solar cylinders have a
purpose designed solar heating coil at the base of the cylinder, which
ensures maximum heat input and efficiency from the solar energy, while
the back-up heating system (boiler) will heat the hot water via the upper
coil. The cylinder is fitted with bosses to accommodate solar sensor
pockets to enable correct heat control on the solar system. 

The solar tank should be sized according to the size of the solar
collectors used – see section 3.0.

Some key features of the Firebird solar tank range are:

• Premium stainless steel design for longer life and optimum
hygienic conditions.

• Efficient thermal insulation. 60mm Polyurethane foam is
factory-injected between the cylinder and its outer skin.

• Easy-clean white finish ensures professional appearance.
• All connections marked for ease of installation.
• Usual cylinder accessories supplied as standard such as

temperature and pressure relief valve, tundish,
expansion vessel, etc.  

• Immersion heater supplied with all cylinders.
• Better resilience in hard acidic water.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND AND
Full details on tank connections and installation are provided in the manual supplied with the tank.

INSTALLATION
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Flow from
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9.6 Installing the Solar Pump Station

The Firebird Envirosol solar system is managed by a twin-line solar pump station and solar differential
controller. The pump station comes with a solar circulating pump with a 6m head and contains the most
important functional and safety components required for a solar system, namely:

• Dial thermometers for monitoring flow and return temperatures.
• De-aerator with manual release valve.
• Non-return valves on flow and return lines.
• Flow meter to set system flow-rate.
• Fill/drain valve for filling and flushing the system.
• Pressure relief valve (PRV).
• Pressure gauge.
• Connection for expansion vessel.
• Wall mounting bracket with screws and dowels.

The following connections need to be made to the solar pump station:
• Flow and return lines linking the solar collector and storage tank.
• Expansion vessel connection. An optional kit is available which includes

a flexi pipe, wall bracket and check valve.
• Connect discharge from pressure relief valve to suitable drainage.
• Container so that the householder is aware when solar fluid has been

lost and how much was lost.

Non-return valves
Two non-return valves are included in the pump station (integrated into
the thermometer ball valves) to ensure that no reverse flow occurs in the
system when the water in the storage cylinder is hotter than that in the
panels (e.g. at night).

Flow meter

The flow rate is adjusted by turning the screw.
Recommended flow rates are given in section 10 of this guide, under
Commissioning.

INSTALLATION
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9.7 Wiring Solar Controller

A qualified electrician must carry out all wiring in accordance with current ETCI standards and any local
regulations. The controller requires 240V / 50Hz power supply, fused at 5 amps.

Earth bonding
Both flow and return pipes on the solar installation must be bonded using a minimum of 10mm2  earth cable.
This cable must be clamped on to both pipes using clamps that comply with En-BS 951 and are suitable for the
environmental conditions at the point of contact. 

Lightning protection
Installing Firebird solar panels will not increase the risk of lightning, causing
damage to property. Solar panels in general, are fitted below the level of the
ridge tiles and the chimney. Property situated in areas that may be vulnerable to
lightning will more than likely have lightning conductors installed. However, to
limit potential damage to the solar controller from lightning via the temperature
sensor in the solar panel, a transient voltage suppressor (TSV) should be
installed. This device  suppresses any potential high voltage to a safe level.
The temperature sensor S1 from the solar panel is to be connected to this unit.
This device is available from Firebird. 

9.8 Solar Controller

The Firebird pump station includes a differential temperature controller which
monitors the temperature difference between the water in the bottom of
the storage tank and the fluid in the solar collectors. When the fluid in the
collectors is 6˚C (factory set) warmer than the coolest water in the storage tank,
there is usable heat to be collected. The controller starts the pump and when
the temperature difference drops to within 4˚C (factory set), the controller stops
the pump. The pump remains off until a useful temperature difference exists
again. The user can change the factory settings for starting and stopping the
pump.

The controller is operated by 3 push buttons.
• The top right scrolls forward through the options.
• The top left button scrolls back.
• The button in the lower centre is the SET command,

for when you want to make a change to any of the factory set values.

First slide down the plastic protection cover to reveal the controller. To access the electrical connection wiring
terminals, remove the white lower plastic cover, one screw secures it to the body of the controller.

Power supply should be connect on 19 (N) and 20 (L) - Earth on 12, and should be the last step of installation.
The controller requires 240V / 50Hz power supply, fused at 5 amps.

A layout of the controller connections is shown on the next page.
Terminal connections for temperature sensor probes are on the left hand side as follows:

S1 - Solar collector temperature.
S2 - Lower tank temperature.
S3 - Upper tank temperature.
S5 - Optional for return temperature.

Relay switch connections are on the right hand side:
R1 - Solar circulating pump (pre-wired).
R2 - Back-up heating circuit.

INSTALLATION
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The Firebird solar controller ensures the efficient operation of the solar system, managing the efficient transfer
of the solar energy from the collectors to the water storage tank.  The controller is easy to use and displays key
system data at the touch of a button. The controller LCD has a basic system diagram to explain the information
being displayed such as:

• Collector temperature.
• Upper and lower tank temperatures.
• Activation of solar circulating pump.
• Hours of operation.
• Alternative arrangement layouts.
• Pump speed efficiency.
• Emergency safety shut off.
• Drainback options.
• Additional anti-freeze functions.
• Easy to use holiday function.
• Anti-legionella control.

In addition, the controller has a second available relay that facilitates features such as
• Back-up heat source available for central heating or immersion connection.
• Timer set up for back up heat source heating.
• Surplus energy usage.

More advanced controllers are available, including East/West controller, pool controller and additional relay
controllers. Please contact Firebird Technical Department for more information.
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Controller settings
The Firebird solar controller is factory-set and there should be little need to change system settings.
Factory settings for key parameters are:

Anti Legionella function
The controller supplied with the Firebird control pump station has an anti-Legionella function that monitors the
temperature through the sensor at the top of the tank. This records if the temperature of the water within the
tank has reached the desired 60˚C requirement within a specific period of time. If the temperature is not reached,
then a back up heat source is activated, heating the tank until the required temperature is reached, hence
eliminating the risk of Legionella risk.

It is necessary that the second relay (R2) is connected to a heat source i.e. immersion or boiler pump for this
function to operate. For additional details please refer to the Firebird Controller Installation Manual.

9.9 Installing Expansion Vessel  

9.9.1  Expansion vessel

As with any sealed system, the pumped circulation solar system has to have an
expansion capability to cope with fluid expanding as the temperature increases. A
suitably sized expansion vessel must be selected, large enough to accommodate
the content of the collector when steam forms (stagnation). This is to ensure that
no heat transfer medium can escape from the safety valve. 

Installation of expansion vessel:
• The vessel must only be installed in a vertical position. 
• The vessel connection must face upwards.
• The charge pressure of the vessel should be checked and set at the required

pressure for the size of the system. 
• The fill pressure of the system should be approximately 0.3 bar greater than

the charge pressure of the vessel.

Parameter Description Factory setting

DT 0 Switch ON temp. differential 6˚C
DT F Switch OFF temp. differential 4˚C
S Mx Maximum store temperature 60˚C
AH 0 Switch ON temperature for 40˚C

back-up heat source, i.e. boiler
(based on upper tank temp. S3)

AH F Switch OFF temperature for 45˚C
back-up heat source, i.e. boiler

Vessel (litre) Charge pressure (bar) System pressure (bar)

24 2 2.3
35 2 2.3

INSTALLATION
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• The connection for the expansion vessel must be on the
RETURN line, stepped off the pump station.

• The expansion vessel must always be placed 500mm
or more BELOW the pump station.

• If it is not possible to position the expansion vessel below the
level of the pump station, an intermediary vessel should be
installed between the pressure vessel and pump station. This
is also referred to as a cooling vessel. 

• Use a 3/4” / 22mm copper or stainless steel pipe spur line.
This should NOT be insulated.

NOTE: Before filling the system, the gas side (air or nitrogen) of the expansion vessel must be charged at
approximately 0.2 bar lower than the intended cold fill pressure (normally 2 bar) of the solar system. As the
initial cold filling pressure is set slightly higher than the vessel gas pressure, some fluid is pushed into the
vessel. This provides an allowance for fluid losses between maintenance cycles and protects the expansion
vessel membrane from potential jets of steam during the operational phases. 

9.9.2 Intermediate expansion vessel 

High temperature fluid in the expansion vessel for long periods of time
has the effect of shortening its useful life - ultimately causing
premature failure of the diaphragm.

To avoid this situation, an additional “flow-through” expansion vessel
is recommended when the fluid volume between the collector and the
expansion vessel is approx. 50% or less than the “wet” side volume
(between the expanded diaphragm and the vessel inlet). This approach
is covered by European directive VDI 6002.

The intermediate vessel should be installed without insulation. As
well as dissipating heat before it reaches the diaphragm in the main
expansion vessel, the heat is also diluted into the cooler volume of
the vessel, while expansion continues to occur in the main vessel,
but at a lower temperature than might otherwise occur.

The following table highlights recommended intermediate
vessel sizes with respect to main expansion vessel size. 

Solar expansion vessel Intermediate vessel size

18 litre 5 litre
24 litre 8 litre
35 litre 12 litre
50 litre 18 litre

Intermediate
vessel

Auto shut-off
valve

Solar expansion
vessel

Connection to system

INSTALLATION
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10.0 COMMISSIONING

NOTE: 

The solar system should be filled and commissioned as soon as possible after installation to
avoid any unnecessary heat build up in the collectors. If there is a delay with the commissioning
of the solar system, the collectors must be covered with a suitable weather and UV-proof cover. 

10.1 Filling the Solar Circuit
WARNING: filling the solar system should only be carried out in low light with the
collectors covered. Filling the system in high solar radiation conditions could cause
damage to the solar collectors and other components.

Before proceeding to fill the solar circuit, an air pressure test must be performed
to check for leaks.

Using a suitable filling system capable of delivering at least 5 bar pressure:

• The pressure hose is connected from the filling station to the upper filling valve
(see G1.a) and the flushing hose is connected to the flushing valve. Both valves
are opened. 

• Using a slotted head screwdriver, the restrictor in the flow regulating valve is
closed (see G1.b).

• Both non-return valves must be opened see (G1.c) for filling, draining and flushing
the system. By half opening the ball valves (ball valve has to be put in
a 45˚ position), the non return valves will be opened.

• The container of the filling station is filled with sufficient solar
fluid for the system.

• Using the filling station, the solar circuit is filled and then flushed for
approx. 15 minutes.

• When the filling pump is running, the flushing valve is closed and
the system pressure is set to around 4 bar. Pressurising the system
to 4 bar will force solar fluid into the expansion vessel, this lines the
walls of the expansion vessel and the membrane of the vessel that
separates the pressurised air from the solar fluid. The solar fluid inhibitor properties will
protect and prolong the life of the vessel.   

• When the pressure is reached, the filling valve is closed and the filling pump is immediately
switched off. Check that the device is leak-free. If the manometer shows a significant drop in
pressure, there may be a leakage in the system.

• The flow regulating valve is re-opened and the circulating pump is switched on (control
position “manual”) to the highest pumping level (III) and allowed to circulate for at least
15 minutes.

• The circulating pump should be bled by loosening the brass screw on the face.
• The pump is switched off and the system is then bled, using the manual release valve on the

de-aerator, until the heat transfer fluid begins to escape. 
• The operating pressure is set to 2.3 bar, by carefully opening the flushing valve and releasing

the heat transfer fluid into the container of the filling station.
• The hoses from the filling station are removed and the caps are screwed on to the filling and

flushing valves (release the flushing valve first, then the filling valve).

10.2 Bleeding the Solar Circuit 
The system must be bled ensuring air is completely removed from the system:

• On commissioning (after filling).
• Four weeks after commissioning.

COMMISSIONING
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10.3 Setting Flow Rate

To ensure the optimum transfer of solar energy from the collectors to the
storage tank, the correct flow rate for the solar circuit needs to be used. Firebird
recommends a flow rate of between 0.5 to 1.5 l/min per m2 of aperture.

The flow rate can be seen on the flow meter on the return line of the pump
station. To set the speed on the circulating pump, start on speed setting 1 on
the pump. Adjust the flow meter by turning the screw and set the volume flow
rate to match the m2 of aperture area of solar absorber. If the flow rate is not
achievable on pump speed 1, try pump speed 2.  Selecting the lowest pump
speed possible to set the flow rate will use less energy and operate much
quieter.

10.4 Checking Frost Protection

The glycol anti-freeze supplied with a 40/60 glycol/water mix provides frost protection to as low as -25°C.  The
level of frost protection in a solar system should be checked annually using a refractometer (shown below) or
other suitable device.

10.5 pH Test

A pH test should be carried out on the solar fluid annually to check the level of acidity.
If the level drops below 7 on the scale, the glycol should be changed.
Frequent overheating of the solar fluid (stagnation) causes the glycol
to disintegrate into acids, leading to corrosion of the solar collector
pipework.

11.0 MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
Firebird householder installation manuals should be completed on commissioning and left adjacent to
the pump station. This document facilitates warranty and service record completion sheets.

Firebird recommends that the following checks are undertaken annually on the solar system:
• Check solar circuit, tank and pump station for leaks.
• Check solar system pressure. If it has dropped, top up system with glycol anti-freeze

and re-pressurise.
• Inspect external pipe insulation for damage, degradation or contamination.
• Visibly inspect solar collectors. Clean if you are in a dusty location using a sponge

with a mild soap and water solution.  
• Inspect mounting fixtures for signs of damage and make sure all connections are tight.
• Test anti-freeze level of the glycol anti-freeze fluid and replace if necessary.
• Check the charge pressure of all expansion vessels and reset if necessary.
• Check circuit flow rate and adjust if necessary.
• Check circulating pump for noise.

% Antifreeze Protection to

25% -12˚C
30% -16˚C
35% -20˚C
40% -25˚C
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Product Sales Codes & Spare Parts 

PITCHED ROOF
All Firebird solar collectors can be installed on a normal slate or tiled roof using our weather-proof aluminium mounting
frame kits. Mounting kits are constructed from robust materials and come with easy to follow instructions. Mounting
kits for CPK7210-N Flat Plate collectors and CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors are available for double and single
collector configurations. Mounting kits for TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors are supplied for sets of 20 and 30 tubes.    

IN-ROOF
An in-roof installation kit is available for CPK7210-N Flat Plate collectors. Note that in-roof installation is not possible
with CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors or TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors. With an in-roof kit the collectors are
set lower on the roof giving a more aesthetically pleasing finish. Our in-roof kit comes with side, top and bottom
flashings, collector mounting rails, coach bolts, rubber seals and installation instructions. Available in double and
single collector configurations - for tiled and slate roof constructions. 

FLAT ROOF INSTALLATION
If solar collectors have to be installed on a flat roof or surface, then a flat roof mounting kit is required. Flat roof 
kits are available for all collectors and come with mounting frame, coach bolts, rubber seals and installation
instructions. Available in double and  single collector configurations. 

FIXING OPTIONS

Sales Code  DESCRIPTION

SOL101FMT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 2 CPK7210-N Flat Plate collectors
SOL103FMT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 1 extra CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL151VMT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 2 CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors
SOL153VMT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 1 extra CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector
SOL822KIT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 20 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector
SOL832KIT On-roof Mounting Kit   - 30 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector

Sales Code  DESCRIPTION

SOL511TRF In-Roof Mounting Kit Tile Roof  - 2 CPK7210-N Flat Plate collectors 
SOL512TRF In-Roof Mounting Kit Tile Roof  - 1 extra CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL513SRS In-Roof Mounting Kit Slate Roof  - 1 extra CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector

Sales Code  DESCRIPTION
SOL102FMT Flat Roof Kit  - 2 CPK7210-N Flat Plate collectors
SOL104FMT Flat Roof Kit  - 1 extra CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL152VMT Flat Roof Kit  - 2 CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors
SOL154VMT Flat Roof Kit  - 1 extra CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector
SOL174FRK Flat Roof Kit  - 20 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector 
SOL172FRK Flat Roof Kit   - 30 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector

SOLAR CONTROLLERS & PUMP STATIONS
CONTROLLER
The Firebird solar controller ensures the efficient operation of the solar system, managing the 
efficient transfer of the solar energy from the collectors to the water storage tank.  The controller is 
easy to use and displays key system data at the touch of a button, i.e.:
 • Collector temperature.
 • Upper and lower tank temperatures.
 • Activation of solar circulating pump.
 • Hours of operation.
 • Alternative arrangement layouts.
 • Pump speed efficiency.
 • Emergency safety shut off.  
 • Additional anti-freeze functions. 
 • Easy to use holiday function.
 • Anti-legionella control.

In addition the controller has a second available relay that facilitates features such as:
 • Back-up heat source available for central heating or immersion connection.
 • Timer set up for back up heat source heating.
 • Surplus energy usage.

PUMP STATION
The Firebird solar pump station houses the key plumbing components for a solar system including 
solar circulating pump, non return gravitational values, flow rate regulator, pressure relief value, 
connection for expansion vessel as well as filling points. 
Sales Code  DESCRIPTION
SOL414CTR Deltasol BS4 Controller & Twin Pump Station

EAST / WEST CONTROLLER & PUMP STATION
For East / West installations, a special controller (BS4 Plus) is required
along with an extra single line pump station to cater for the additional
collector array.
Sales Code  DESCRIPTION
SOL424CTR Deltasol BS4 Plus Controller, Twin Pump Station & Single

SPARE PARTS
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WATER STORAGE TANKS
The solar twin coil tank is used to store hot water heated by the solar system. The 
tank has two internal coils, the solar circuit provides heat through the lower coil 
while the back-up heating system (boiler) will heat the hot water via the upper coil.

Firebird water storage tanks are built from premium quality stainless steel and 
include an electric immersion as standard. 

Sales Code  DESCRIPTION
SOL215ITK Twin Coil Solar Tank, 215 litres
SOL255ITK Twin Coil Solar Tank, 255 litres
SOL305ITK Twin Coil Solar Tank, 305 litres
SOL305TCT Triple Coil Solar Tank, 305 litres

An expansion vessel is necessary to absorb the
expansion of the solar fluid when high temperatures
are reached in the solar collector.
Currently available sizes are 24 and 35 litres. 

Sales Code  DESCRIPTION
SOL018EXP      18 litre Expansion Vessel
SOL502EXP     24 litre Expansion Vessel
SOL503EXP      35 litre Expansion Vessel

EXPANSION VESSELS

An automatic air vent should be fitted at the highest
point in the solar circuit system in order to remove air
from the system during commissioning. An isolating
valve should be fitted before the air vent and isolated
once the system has been commissioned.
Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL501AIR Air Vent
SOL505STP Isolating Valve

AIR VENT

OTHER SYSTEM COMPONENTS  THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS MAY BE SUPPLIED AS STANDARD ON CERTAIN SOLAR SYSTEM KITS

High grade 1m stainless steel flexi pipes which can be connected
to the flow and return side of the collector array. This saves
the installer having to make complicated pipe bends through
the roof of the house. Fittings can be included to connect the
pipe to the different solar collector types.
Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL402FPP 1m Flexi Pipe
SOL001ELB & SOL001FEM Fittings for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL075ELB & SOL075TAP Fitings for CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube and
 TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors

FLEXI PIPES, 1M

Flexible pre-insulated twin pipe with UV protection
sheath for linking collectors to solar tank.
Saves considerable installation time and money.

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL010TWP Insulated Twin Pipe DIN16 – 10m
SOL015TWP Insulated Twin Pipe DIN16 – 15m
SOL025TWP Insulated Twin Pipe DIN16 – 25m

STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED TWIN PIPE

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL505EXP Intermediatory Vessel, 5 litre
SOL512EXP Intermediatory Vessel, 12 litre 

INTERMEDIATORY VESSELS

Expansion vessel accessory kit includes
check valve, wall bracket and 1 flexi hose.

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL521PPK Expansion Vessel Accessory Kit

ACCESSORY KIT - EXPANSION VESSEL 

Anti-scald (mixing) valve must be fitted close to
the hot water outlet of the solar tank so that delivery
to the taps does not exceed 48˚C.

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL504MIX Anti-scald Mixing Valve

ANTI-SCALD MIXING VALVE

The heat transfer fluid used in a solar circuit is normally
a mixture of water and a polypropylene glycol anti-freeze.
The glycol anti-freeze also contains an additive to
protect against corrosion and evaporates at higher
temperatures than water to allow higher system
temperatures. Firebird recommends a 40% glycol to
60% water mix to ensure frost protection to circa -25˚C.

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL506FFL Tyfocor L Anti-freeze for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL507VFL Tyfocor LS Anti-freeze for Tube System

SOLAR ANTI-FREEZE

The pipe flashings provide a tidy solution
for passing solar flow and return pipes
through the house roof.

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL509TRF Pipe flashing; Tiled roof
SOL510SRF Pipe flashing; Slate roof
SOL524VTL Glidevale G1 Vent Tile (BBA/IAB Approved)

PIPE FLASHING

ACCESSORIES
Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL514FPC Weather-proof Cover for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL515VTC Weather-proof Cover for CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector
SOL000FPS Solar Filling & Flushing Pump
SOL527RFR Refractometer
SOL528CFL Solar Cleaning Fluid, 500ml
SOL000BOV Blow-off Storage Vessel
SOL010TSV TSV Lightning Protection (for controller)
SOL526RLY Auxilary Relay HR230 (for controller)

SPARE PARTS

Product Sales Codes & Spare Parts 
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CONTROLLER & PUMP STATION PARTS

COLLECTOR PARTS

FITTINGS

OTHER PARTS

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL405CTR Solar Deltasol BS4 Controller
SOL403CTR Solar Deltasol BS Plus - for East/West Installation
SOL525PMP Solar Pump Station – Twin Line 
SOL404FPS Solar Pump Station - Single for East/West Installation
SOL515PMP Solar Ciculating Pump Wilo ST15/6 Eco
SOL522BRS Collector Sensor PT1000 - FKP black
SOL523WTS Solar Tank Sensor PT1000 - FRP white

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL516PCP Solar 3-Panel Connecting Piece
SOL508ACC Coach bolts for CPK7210-N Flat Plate and CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube collectors
SOL170BLT Coach bolts for TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar Collector
SOL163VHP Single TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe
SOL155VTC Single CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL001ELB 1" Male to 22mm Compression Fitting - for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL001FEM 1" Female to 22mm Compression Fitting - for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector
SOL075ELB 3/4" Male to 22mm Compression Fitting - for CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube Collector
SOL075TAP 3/4" Female to 22mm Compression Fitting - for CVSKC-10 Vacuum Tube & TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors
SOL520CNX 3/4" Male/Male Manifold Connector - for TZ58-1800 Heat Pipe Solar collectors
SOL001EFM 1" Elbow Female/Male - for CPK7210-N Flat Plate Collector (in-roof)

Sales Code DESCRIPTION 
SOL529DST Dual Stat for Solar Tank

SPARE PARTS

Product Sales Codes & Spare Parts 



Warranty

Complete After-Sales Service
Firebird has always provided their customers with the highest levels of after sales care. All products are 

supported by a nationwide network of independent service engineers, who are regularly trained on 

our appliances.

www.firebird.ie
www.firebird-solar.com

Our Warranty Policy

Firebird offers 5 years warranty on the solar collectors - flat plate and vacuum tube -from date of installation,

provided installation has occurred within 12 months from date of purchase.

Firebird offers 2 years warranty on all other solar system components from date of installation,

provided installation has occurred within 12 months from date of purchase.

The warranty claims are subject to following conditions:

 • All claims must be made within the above stated time limits.

 • The solar system must be installed in accordance with the Firebird installation instructions

  and all relevant standards and codes of practice.

 • The solar system must be commissioned by qualified person(s).

 • The Firebird warranty commissioning card must have been completed and returned

  to the Firebird service department immediately after the system is commissioned 

 • Firebird can not accept liability in respect of any defect arising from incorrect installation,

  negligence, fair wear and tear, misuse, alteration or repair by unqualified persons.

 • Firebird’s prior authorisation must be obtained before examination or repair of any

  warranty part takes place. 

 • Firebird will investigate all warranty claims and for any claims that are deemed invalid,

  the costs incurred will not be borne by Firebird. 

Terms and Conditions of Firebird's Warranty Programme can be viewed on www.firebird.ie
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www.firebird.ie
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